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Overview
The Power of Metaphor &Stories

The Story State of Mind

Entering The Story World

Bringing Stories to Life



The Power of Stories
The search for happiness leads to less happiness in life than 
the search for meaning.

Four pillars of Meaning:

Belonging

Purpose

Transcendence

Storytelling

From a TED talk by 
Emily Esfahani Smith
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Storytelling as a form of 
Archetypal Cognition



Story State Of Mind
Engages wonder or curiosity

Reduces critical thinking faculty 

Accesses unconscious processing

Temporarily Suspends belief 

Invites identification with story characters & 
storyline

Creates openness to new ideas and possibilities



Stories Structure Experience
Stories structure experience in three ways:

By    Punctuating the flow of life

By    Relating events to   Each Other

By creating a    Context to organize and 
understand events
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Punctuation Changes Meaning

A woman without her man is nothing

Notice how the meaning changes with 
different punctuation:

A woman,   without her man,   is nothing.

A woman,   without her,   man is nothing.
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Re-Punctuating
Think of a story line that you repeat with a negative ending

Sort for universal quantifiers: “this always happens to me…” or every time…” 
(every time I save a little money, something happens and I lose it)

Use the ending as the start point of a new sequence: (every time I lose money…)

Identify what happens after the negative ending and find a positive point to use 
as a new ending (I stop excess spending and save up again)

Create a new story starting with the end of the old sequence  and ending with 
the new positive ending. Tell the new story with a universal quantifier  
(every time I lose money, I stop excess spending and save up again)
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The Arc of a Story
A story has the basic elements of beginning, middle, and 
end. This can be further divided into 5 stages:

1. The Exposition                                       

2. The Rising Action

3. The Climax                                                   

4. The Falling Action

5. The Resolution                                             

Beginning

Middle

End
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Story Spine
Prompt line …                     Fill In Content

Once upon a time…          The characters, context, & 
situation

Every day,…                        Routine life; problem or challenge

then one day….                  The inciting incident; catalyst

and because of that…      Consequences & learning 

Until finally…                        Some form of resolution

And ever since then…       Outcome; benefit
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Pixar Studios 

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/h
ass-storytelling/storytelling-pixar-in-a-
box/ah-piab-story-structure/v/video1a-fine



Create A Story 
Using the Story spine

5 minutes to review the story spine and create a story. 
Topic suggestions: speaking in public, learning a new 
skill; a group working together, or ?? Stretch: tell the 
story without stating the topic

Partner with another pair, Each pair will have 5 minutes 
to share your story. 

Listeners share how the story impacted you & share 
what was strong, what you liked, and what you got 
from it
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Story Moments
An effective story does not need to have an elaborate plot. What 
makes a story powerful is often a single moment or experience in 
the story line.

Pick one moment in a story and elaborate on that moment. 

Add sensory rich detail

Elaborate on aspects of experience in that moment

Mark the moment out by changes in voice and behavior

Act out the scene
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Dramatic Effects

Suspense the listener knows something will happen, but
doesn’t know when it will happen

Mystery
the characters know something that the listener
does not know; there are implied solutions although
the actual solution is unknown

Shock something unexpected happens which establishes
an expectation that something else might happen

Humor Something unexpected that adds humor or seems 
absurd in some way
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Story Telling Communication

speak meaningfully

use voice tone shifting

use pauses

be congruent

act the roles

personify objects
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Personal & Universal

Stories bridge the personal and the universal by:

Using Compelling Imagery 

Creating “matching metaphors”

“Breaking the 4th wall” 

Linguistic Tags: personal pronouns (you), 
personalization tags (you know what it is like when) 
and universal quantifiers (“everyone has had…”)



Contact Us:

Nick LeForce

Transformational Poet, Coach; NLP and Hypnotherapy 
Trainer:

web: www.nickleforce.com email: 

nickleforce@me.com

http://www.nickleforce.com
http://me.com

